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The grace, beauty, and independent spirit of the cat, captured in hundreds of arresting photographs

in both black and white and color. This bestselling Gallery calendar is an elegant gift and a

showcase of pure feline attitude, from the intense blue-eyed gaze of a Siamese to a fluffy Maine

Coon traipsing through the snow. Not to mention cute: a frisky kitten romping on a shag carpet.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenâ€™s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books, since

1968. From our What to ExpectÂ® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÂ® Calendars

to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÂ® and Brain QuestÂ® children&#39;s products,

our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire, educate, and entertain readers

around the globe.

I bought this calendar for the first time for 2016. The pictures were absolutely beautiful -real cats

being themselves - not the cutesy posed kitten in a basket. I also like the clear plastic stand that

holds the pages. Much better display and much nicer than tearing off the old pages. Just take the

page from the front and slide it in the back. It was so nice that I got one for my sister. This order was

for the 2017 calendars for both of us. I'm planning on getting a couple more as Christmas gifts for a

couple of cat lovers on my list.

BEAUTIFUL calendar... I would give this 5 stars EXCEPT they reuse a lot of images... I bought the



2015 edition and the 2017 edition and even 10 days into the year I am seeing a lot of repetition... so

the moral of the story is you can really only enjoy it one year unless you have the memory of a

goldfish. Plus I think it's cheap of the publisher to just reuse so many images.... they are lucky they

are getting the 3 stars I am giving, that is all for quality of images and the fact I am crazy cat lady. ;)

The calendar itself is nice - photos are crisp and professional-looking. The only thing that I wish was

different was the use of quotes for each day - you see cat-related quotes on some days, but more

often than not you have silly remarks from the publisher on the pictures... for example:"An indoor

dreamer imagines what the day holds in store.""The muse takes a moment to consider the finished

masterpiece.""You never know what you might learn from a peek inside someone's

shoe."Seriously... I'd rather have cat-related quotes or nothing than have these sorts of trite

comments.

buy every year. Best calendar with cats in their natural moments, instead of fixed up with strange

human decorations like hats and other silliness.

I like that the pictures used aren't typical "cute cat pictures", but weird shots of cats. For example,

we'll get like a close up of a cat's butt, or a pissed off looking cat under a chair. I will add that

Saturdays and Sundays are on one page.

These again are marvelous...I order them every year...a cat a day keeps the Doctor away(or

something like that..)...I'll buy again this Summer or Fall for next year...purrrrrrrr-fect for cat

lovers...you can't go wrong...

We've had this calendar for 4 years and love it. The photos are beautiful. I am not a morning

person, and changing the picture every morning (except Sundays, because Sat/Sun is one page)

improves my mood significantly. We really enjoy the daily cat pictures. Also, the stand is very stable,

so my cats haven't ever knocked it down - another bonus!

Purrrfect. Have one for current year and love the quality of the photos - from artistic photographs to

the thick card stock. Ordered next year's because I know I'd miss seeing my daily cat picture once

the current year is over.
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